Thanks for contacting me about hosting a clinic! I do 3 day clinics, usually Friday - Sunday. It is a clinic with 9 horses and riders. Each horse and rider gets a one hour, individual lesson each day and gets to watch and interact during the other lessons as well. This works better than group lessons because everyone gets individualized attention and can work on what they need to. I spend time riding the horse early in the clinic and later transition to giving the rider a lesson on their horse.

This works amazingly well!!! By the end of the clinic, most times, every horse is gaiting like a champ with his rider! Everyone has really loved this format!

It is a very interactive clinic, which lots of Q&A.

We can work on gaiting, cantering, dressage, obstacles, standing to mount, side passing, dressage, trick training, liberty training.

It is $600 for each horse and rider. If you host and I don't pay a barn fee, you ride for free (if the clinic is full). If you host and I pay for the barn, then you ride for $250.

We need an indoor arena as a back up in case of bad weather. We need stalls for horses to stay that are coming from out of town. We need room for trailers to park. We also need a road or driveway to ride on to work on the gait. Paved or dirt is better than gravel.

Auditors are welcome to come for a fee.

I pay for my own travel expenses. and I often stay with the person hosting or someone attending the clinic.

Ivy
Ivy's Glide Gait
www.IvysHorses.com
815-733-8040